
part of your network[ ]



singular focus on our core

Satcom Resources serves all markets as a 
single source for satellite & VSAT hardware, 
digital video systems, installation materials 
and systems integration.
 
Satcom Resources represents the industries 
finest manufacturers. We maintain a large in-
stock inventory of VSAT equipment including; 
C and KU-Band antennas, mounts, BUC, LNB, 
satellite modems, amplifi ers, video broadcast 
and IP networking equipment.
 
SCPC, TDMA, DVB,  we can typically ship a 
complete terminal in 24 hours.
 
Door to Door / Port to Port,  our logistics team 
can manage and handle any shipment to 
any location, worldwide.

[ ] Our business 

is satellite 

equipment



What do you need? We can fi t a product or design a 
solution for almost any requirement. 

What’s Your Requirement? CAPEX, OPEX, Fixed, Mobile, 
interoperability, future proof, on-site date, budget?

Let us Help! Representing the industry enables 
us to make objective and unbiased product 
recommendations based on your needs.

trusted resource to the industry[ ]

Field-proven,

ready solutions



A typical earth station or satellite terminal 
is made up of multiple components that 
requires integration to operate as a system.   

Frequencies, voltage, cable loss, fl ange types, 
operational temps and form factor must all 
come together to deliver the desired result.

Our team is trained and certifi ed by the 
manufacturers we represent. We know the 
equipment and product life cycles... legacy, 
current and roadmap.  

Satcom Resources takes a systems approach 
to everything we do, from simple products to 
complex systems... we get it right!

simple products to complex systems[ ]

We are 

systems 

integrators



Our supply chain is not a strategy... it’s a 
working model that delivers results! 

With direct access to thousands of different
products, we provide an unmatched level 
of service within these products to guarantee 
increased effi ciencies that will free up your 
time and resources.  

We pride ourselves on being the “Single Point 
of Accountability” for every product and 
service we deliver.  

Our mission has always been to improve YOUR 
operating effi ciencies by giving you a “single 
source” for your satellite equipment needs. 

Your single 

source

we make i t  easy[ ]



Satcom Resources provides a complete set of services and 
solutions for effi cient purchasing that optimize the equipment 
procurement process.

It is our goal to provide you with the highest-quality products and 
services possible in a timely fashion and at a competitive price.

We will always be there for you with honest, expert advice and 
quick, friendly customer service.

saving you t ime and expense[ ]

Reliable. Efficient.

Cost-Effective.



www.satcomresources.com  //  info@satcomresources.com

Call: 970.748.4250  //  Toll Free: 866.728.2661

The #1 Online Resource For 

Satellite Communications Hardware


